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For Niklas Luhmann the body seems to almost disappear in modernity.

Modern society, he argues, is a system comprised of a number of operatively

closed and functionally distinct sub-systems such as economics, science,

law, the mass media and so on. Each system is autonomous and observes

the world in its own terms via its internal communications. Thus, Luhmann’s

sociology is generally characterized as a post-human one. That is, one in

which the basic unit of both social agency and sociological analysis is not the

embodied human subject but rather instances of impersonal communica-

tion. This article offers a challenge to this by arguing that the body still has a

significant function in Luhmann’s account of social systems. My claim is that

the body has the ability to migrate between different systems and, thus, has a

transcendent status in social systems. That is, the body can migrate between

social systems and, in Luhmann’s terms, irritate them in significant ways.
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This idea of humanism cannot continue. Who would seriously and deliberately want to

maintain that society could be formed on the model of a human being, that is, with a

head at the top and so on? Niklas Luhmann (1996: 213)

Both the advocates and critics of the social systems theory of Niklas Luhmann

(1927–1998) agree that he represents a significant challenge to anthropocentric

models of society and sociology. His sociological project is to offer a complete

description of modern society which doesn’t focus on human experience or agents.

Hence, based on an initial reading it would be easy to read him as negating

completely the human body. Corporeality, Luhmann says, is ‘‘theoretically trivial’’

and has ‘‘no social relevance’’ (1996: 247) and ‘‘social systems are not composed

of psychic systems, let alone of bodily human beings’’ (1996: 255).
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He applies the observations of second-order cybernetics to a sociological

analysis of social systems since modernity. According to this account modern

society is a social system comprised of sub-systems. Further, the body seems to

almost disappear as a social agent, and hence as an object for sociological inquiry.

Modern society, he argues, is a system comprised of a number of operatively closed

and functionally distinct sub-systems such as economics, science, law, the mass

media and so on. Each system is autonomous and observes the world in its own

terms via its internal communications.

Thus, Luhmann’s sociology is generally characterized as post-human. That is,

one in which the object of analysis is society as a whole and in which the basic unit

of both society and sociological analysis is not the embodied human subject but

rather instances of impersonal communication.

However, in this article I challenge this by looking at how Luhmann does give an

account of the body in social systems in which it has both operative and theoretical

significance.

To begin I introduce Luhmann’s complex and abstract theory of social systems

theory and explain how his description of the human body fits into this. I then

discuss two aspects of relevant to thinking about contemporary biopolitics.

First, with Luhmann, I outline how to be human in the 21st century means to

have one’s body fully embedded within (and perhaps subordinate to) complex

social systems of communication and control. For Luhmann human consciousness

is, after all, just another system (a ‘‘psychic system’’) co-existent with many others.

This would appear to render the embodied human subject redundant in two

significant ways. On the one hand it is redundant as the focus of sociological

analysis (in other words if we want to understand how society works we must look

at its systems and not its bodies). And on the other hand this seems to negate the

possibility of a bio-politics grounded in the agency of such an embodied human

subject.

Second, against this apparently bleak assessment I argue Luhmann can still

allow that the body has a significant function in social systems. My claim is that

the body has the ability to migrate between different systems as it negotiates them.

In all of these negotiations the body is not a neutral agent of impersonal

communication. Rather bodies engage in, observe and are observed by, different

systems at different times.

I conclude by demonstrating how Luhmann’s concept of systemic ‘‘irritation’’

provides an explanation for the way in which the body operates both in and across

different social systems. In short the body irritates social systems. In doing so it has

the potential to disrupt their operations. Thus my argument rests on the claim that

the body has a transcendent status in social systems that is important. That is, the

body can irritate social systems by roving between them. In doing so the body can

disrupt the apparently impersonal operations of social systems; and herein lies the

possibility for a biopolitics of social systems.
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The Failure of Sociology

Luhmann’s work, whilst grounded in sociological discourse in the post-war
German tradition, draws from a wide range of sources; and his theory of the body

in social systems is informed by several theoretical co-ordinates. These include: (i)

Husserlian phenomenology and in particular its re-configuration through Derrida’s
deconstruction of it; (ii) theories of complexity taken from cybernetics and neo-

cybernetics (Weiner, von Bertalanffy, von Foerster); (iii) accounts of emergence

and self-organization (autopoesis) drawn from biology (in particular Maturana
and Varela, and Bateson) and (iv) structural-functional accounts of social systems

found in Parsons’ systems-based sociology.

Luhmann’s theoretical starting point is that: ‘‘Sociology finds itself in a profound

theoretical crisis’’ (Luhmann 2013a: 1) and sociology has, to date, ‘‘failed to
produce anything approaching an adequate theory of society’’ (Luhmann 2012: 2).

The crisis has arisen for two main reasons.

First, sociology has failed, Luhmann argues, to observe and account for its own

operations, and the sociologist ‘‘sees himself as a subject outside his topic. For the

purposes of a theory of society, however, this view is untenable, for the work on
such a theory necessarily involves self-referential operations. It can be commu-

nicated only within the system of society’’ (Luhmann 2012: 2). Or, in other words,

to be complete, a theory of society must, by definition, also include the
observations of sociologists in its descriptions.

Second, sociology has failed to adapt its methods to account for the complex

nature of contemporary society. Luhmann says:

[s]trictly speaking, however, there are no theoretical descriptions of the problems that

modern society has to face today. This is true, for example, in the case of ecological

questions. It is also true in the case of problems concerning individuals. And it is true in

the case of the entire array of increasing therapeutic needs and many other things to

boot (2013: 1).

Luhmann argues that a new mode of theorizing is necessary given the

complexity of the contemporary moment in a globalized, networked and neo-
liberal social order and that any theoretical models grounded in humanity, bodies

or the human subject are naı̈ve and redundant.

From these methodological groundings Luhmann produced a prolific and

intimidating body of work. His stated aim, at the very start of the mature phase of
his academic career, was (stated as he took up his professorship in 1968): ‘‘the

theory of modern society. Duration 30 years; no costs’’ (Arnoldi 2001: 1). By the

time of his death in 1998 he had achieved this with over 50 books and hundreds of
articles. These included studies on the major modern social systems including: the

mass media (2000b); law (2004); art (2000a); religion (2013b) amongst many

others. Given the breadth of his erudition and prolific writing it is difficult, if not
impossible, to point to specific places where particular ideas are stated. He tended

to repeat themes and arguments many times; a condition that was exacerbated by

his method of working according to a card-file system (the Zettelkasten) of cross-
referenced concepts. This means that the reader will find a version of his theory in

any of his mature works. However, major overviews of his total theory were
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provided first by Social Systems (1996) and then his magnus opus, the two-volume

Theory of Society (vol. 1, 2012) in which he gives a complete overview of his

methodology, theoretical architecture and commitments.

Social Systems and Modernity

Society has changed in modernity, and previous philosophical and sociological

models framed by humanist legacies of the subject can’t do justice to this. A new

theory of society, Luhmann argues, needs to capture the complexity of the

contemporary moment:

A sociological theory that wants to consolidate the conditions of the discipline must

not only be more complex, it must be much more complex than the classical authors

and their interpreters – even Parsons – had thought. This requires different theoretical

precautions in regard to validity and connectivity, internally as well as externally, and

it requires, not least, building the reflection of complexity (and the concept of

complexity) into the theory itself (1996: xlix).

By using complexity Luhmann employs a theme borrowed from second-order

cybernetics whereby complexity refers to – in quasi-biological terms – non-

linearity, emergent properties and self-organization (auto-poesis). Complex

systems are non-predictable and hence complex social systems are not, in

Luhmann’s terms, either capable of being ‘‘steered’’ (Luhmann 1997 and 2000b)

or fully describable: ‘‘this can mean that certain complex descriptions (for

instance, of the system or its environment) can fail to do justice to the complexity

of their object, reducing it to the simplified form of a model, a text, a map’’

(Luhmann 2012: 83).

As outlined below, this requires a new total theory of society which observes it

as a complex social system which is the environment for functionally

differentiated, distinct and autonomous sub-systems.

The condition of modernity, Luhmann argues, is that society is a complex

system. This condition emerged in Europe between the 16th and 18th centuries

when there was a shift from modes of social organization (in what Luhmann

(2012: 5) calls ‘‘Old European’’ society) based on ‘‘stratification’’ towards those

based on ‘‘functional differentiation’’: ‘‘Or we can say that modern society begins

in the eighteenth century with observation of the collapse of stratification and the

new formation of operationally closed functional systems’’ (Luhmann 2012: 312).

By stratified forms of social organization Luhmann means those forms, such as

family, religious clans or feudal orders, which characterized pre-modern (and less

complex) societies. It is because of the increased social complexity which arises in

modernity that functional differentiation replaces stratification as the predominant

social form:

With the increasing complexity of the societal system, with the increasing analytical

capacity of function systems, with increasing instability and need for change,

conceptualizations based on the thing, and especially that special thing, ‘human

being’, no longer suffice. This is linked to the collapse of the system of stratification,
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after which one can expect all behaviour from every human being (Luhmann 1998:

314; original emphasis).

Luhmann’s point here is to emphasize that with a move to functional

differentiation, modern (European) society became re-organized around forms of

social function and interaction which cut across traditional social hierarchies and
were not controlled or steered by them. A priest, clan chief, or king, for example,

doesn’t dictate how the economy or legal system will operate. Luhmann says:

modern society is characterised by the functional autonomization and operational

closure of its most important subsystems. Its functional systems are free to organise

themselves and reproduce themselves. But this means that the overall system can no

longer assert itself through operational control, but only through the structural effects

of its differentiation form on subsystems. This insight has methodological con-

sequences: neither ideals nor norms can offer a basis for methodological guide-

lines…for this would only shift the problem to why society burdens itself with ideas to

which it can do no justice, and to how it selects such ideas. Instead, we must establish

the societal contingency of findings by demonstrating that, and how, the same basal

structures can be found in completely differing areas (family and politics, religion and

economics, cognitive science and creative art or normative law). The argument is then

that such coincidences cannot be accidental; they can and must be attributed to the

form of the societal system (Luhmann 2012: 17).

In other words a human’s identity and social function in modern social systems
is not determined by their specific and unique place in pre-existent social order.

Instead they are able to engage in different modern social systems (law, education,

science) at different times. Moeller also describes this thus:

Along with the switch from stratification to functional differentiation the form of

social differentiation is altered, but this by no means eliminates social strata. There are

still immense differences between the rich and the poor, and these differences still have

an effect on lifestyles and on access to social opportunities. What has changed is that

this is no longer the visible social order as such, that it is no longer the order without

which no order would be possible at all (Moeller 2006: 48).

In turn, a sociological theory of modern society cannot concern itself with
stratified and hierarchical forms of social organization because in doing so they

would ignore the totality of the social system – or that which is the medium and

environment for social hierarchies.

The modern social system itself is the environment for a number of autonomous,

operatively closed and functionally distinct sub-systems. These systems include:

the economic system; the legal system; the system of science; the education system;
the system of the mass media; the art system. Each of these observes the world in

its own terms via its own internal communications. Thus, each system operates
according to their own internal and self-defined codes (what Luhmann (1996: 93)

names, in an echo of Talcott Parsons, ‘‘symbolically generalizations’’) by which

they observe environment (the world) and make distinctions according to the
codes specific to that system. As he observes: ‘‘In other words, any kind of

observing system, whatever its material reality (be it biological or neuro-
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physiological or psychological or sociological), can be described as determined by

the distinction it uses’’ (Luhmann 2002b: 99).

For example (as is argued in detail in Law as a Social System) the legal system

‘‘observes’’ the world only according to law (Luhmann 2004). Thus, the law

system operates according to distinctions that are drawn in terms of legality and

only legality; things are either legal or illegal. It cannot make observations in terms

of other systems such as scientific validity (the science system), economic value (the

economic system) and so on. Specifically, because the legal system can only observe

the world in terms of the code of legal/illegal it cannot make financial, aesthetic or

ethical distinctions just as the economic system can only observe the world in

terms of economic value.

Communication

Society is, and only is, communication and it is not to be understood as a collection

or accumulation of people or bodies. The basic unit of these systems is

communication and all social systems operate through communication.

Communication (and the attendant concept of meaning) is the basic constituent

of society, and therefore the basic concept of sociology. There can be no society

without communication. The limits of modern society are the limits of

communication. Individuals do not participate in society unless they engage in

communication (Luhmann 2002a).

Communication is the manifold of information, message and understanding.

Thus a communication is an occurrence, specific to a particular system at a

particular moment, which generates meaning within that system from the unity of

a message as well as its communication and reception. Different systems generate

communication according to their particular codes of self-reference. For example,

the science system is ordered by a coding of differences between true/false that

produce meaning by simplifying the complexity and contingency of the world to

communications on truth and falsehood. In these terms the observations of science

take a particular form and ‘‘they arise from conception of reference and of truth as

a form… Reference itself is nothing but the achievement of an observational

designation’’ (Luhmann 1994: 12). Likewise the economic system facilitates

communication through financial transactions and exchanges; and so on.

Communication facilitates the production of meaning by reducing complexity

and contingency. It creates some possibilities whilst excluding others thus reducing

the complexity of its environment to terms intelligible to the system while re-

inscribing the distinction between itself and its environment.

Hence, Luhmann dismisses a theory of communication as the transmission of

information from one agent to another as too reliant on a presumption that

information is prior to and exceeds the instance of communication (Luhmann

1996: 137–75). For Luhmann this relies on ontological presumptions, such as the

pre-existence of information prior to communication, that are unsatisfactory.

Information cannot cross system boundaries; and meaning is not something

handed over like a parcel. Meaning is rather something generated in an observer by

the process of self-reference.
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Further, systems are autopoietic (that is self-organizing). This is a quasi-
biological term (and Habermas’s celebrated criticism (1990: 372) of Luhmann’s

systems theory is that it ‘‘effects a shift in thought from metaphysics to

metabiology’’). For a system to be autopoietic means that its reproduction and
perpetuity is sustained by its own internal operations through which it reduces the

complexity of its environment. Such systems are, in Luhmann’s terms, ‘‘self-

referential’’ and define their own elements, structure, function and boundaries.
Social systems, thus, not only operate according to their own internal functions,

but also generate these functions via self-referential and self-organizing activities.
The formation of a system involves an ordering of the multiple relations of a

complex environment. In short, systems reduce complexity; and they do so

according to the structure that is distinct to that system (Luhmann 1996: 176–
209).

The Reality of Social Systems

For Luhmann, then, there is no ‘‘reality’’ outside of the systems by which the world

is observed – and this would include any ‘‘reality’’ of a body as an individual entity

or autonomous agent. This leads to the recognition of a situation which Luhman
describes in the following terms:

The effect of the intervention of systems theory can be described as a de-ontologization

of reality… [But] This does not mean that reality is denied, for then there would be

nothing that operated – nothing that observed, and nothing on which one would gain a

purchase by means of distinctions. It is only the epistemological relevance of an

ontological representation of reality that is being called into question (2002b: 132).

Luhmann acknowledges how his position could be described as constructivist,

although argues that even this description needs to be re-described in systems-

theoretical terms (Luhmann 2000b). Luhmann states that the dichotomies of
subject/object and transcendental/empirical, which are central to the construction

of knowledge in both idealist and realist traditions, maintain the same problematic
relationship between knowledge on the one hand and reality on the other.1

Luhmann is critical of both philosophical traditions of idealism and realism as

accounts of the construction of knowledge because both maintain the binaries of
subject/object and transcendental/empirical which he wants to collapse. Idealism

draws distinction from the side of the subject/transcendental side of the binary

whilst realism maintains the same structures and draws distinction from the object/
empirical side. The structure, Luhmann argues, should be replaced by the

dichotomy of system/environment:

The mistake [in objectivism] lies in the assumption that it is possible to describe an

object completely (we won’t go so far as to say ‘‘explain’’) without making any

reference to its relation to its environment (whether this relation be one of indifference,

of selective relevance and capacity for stimulation, of disconnection, or of closure). In

1 It is no coincidence that this argument mirrors the opening argument in Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of

Perception and many methodological aspects of phenomenology reappear in social systems theory.
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order to avoid these problems which arise from the point of departure taken, both

subjectivist and objectivist theories have to be replaced by the system-environment

distinction, which then makes the distinction subject-object irrelevant (2002b: 131).

The proclaimed anti-ontological implications of Luhmann’s position are made

clear in his late writings, where he further unpacks his claim that ‘‘Cognitively all

reality must be constructed by means of distinctions and, as a result, remains

construction’’ (2002b: 144).

This argument is developed further in The Reality of the Mass Media (2000b)

where Luhmann argues that what is experienced as reality is that which the mass

media observe and construct. He poses the following question:

So our question now has the form: how do mass media construct reality? Or, to put it

in a more complicated way (and related to one’s own self-reference!): how can we (as

Sociologists for example) describe the reality of their construction of reality? The

question is not: how do the mass media distort reality through the manner of their

representations? For that would presuppose an ontological, available, objectively

accessible reality that can be known without resort to construction; it would basically

presuppose the old cosmos of essences (2000b: 7).

Somewhat troublingly, this seems to deny the possibility of any concrete social

reality outside of the systems of observation as Habermas recognized:

In the place of one, transcendentally grounded world, we have many system-relative

environments. The systems theorist finds a multiplicity of system-environment

relationships in his object domain. In this regard, the distinction between the

transcendental and the empirical loses its significance (Habermas 1990: 370).

So, whilst the economic system observes in terms of fiscal value, the law system

in terms of justice and so on, there is no extra-systemic ‘‘reality’’ to which they are

referring either in empirical or transcendental terms. Luhmann says:

Operational closure is a necessary condition for observations, descriptions and

cognitions, because observing requires making a distinction and indicating one side of

the distinction and not the other. The other side, the unmarked side, can be anything

that is, for the time being, of no concern. Such distinctions have to be made by the

system within the system. For we cannot suppose an environment (or world) where

everything is multiplied by anything, a world where every observable item includes the

exclusion of everything else, or a world in which every thing has the properties of the

absolute spirit in Hegel’s sense (2000c: 36).

What this means is that it is not possible, Luhmann argues, to have access to

reality that is independent from the observation of that reality; and that

observation will always be performed from the perspective of a situated system.

He says: ‘‘The question whether it is the world as it is or the world as observed by

the system remains for the system itself undecidable. Reality, then, may be an

illusion, but the illusion itself is real’’ (2000a: 37).

This reveals the relationship between Luhmann’s systems theory and Husserlian

phenomenology which Luhmann acknowledged:
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The theory of operational constructivism does not lead to a ‘‘loss of world’’, it does not

deny that reality exists. However, it assumes that the world is not an object but is

rather a horizon, in the phenomenological sense. It is, in other words, inaccessible. And

that is why there is no possibility other than to construct reality and perhaps to observe

observers as they construct reality…granted, it may be the case that different observers

then have the impression that they are seeing ‘‘the same thing’’ and that theorists of

transcendentalism are only able to explain this through the construction of

transcendental a prioris – this invisible hand which keeps knowledge in order in spite

of individuality. But in fact this too is a construction, because it is simply not possible

without the respective system-specific distinction between self-reference and other

reference (2000b: 6).

Here Luhmann seems to be taking Husserl’s phenomenological model of
consciousness but replacing the transcendental ego with an observing system.

What this would mean, therefore, is the reframing of the phenomenological

horizons of the life-world with the ‘‘reality’’ of the mass media. Or, to put it
another way, Luhmann wants to provide an account of collective knowledge of a

social system, but to do so in a way that uncouples it from subjectivity and,

crucially, inter-subjectivity; hence the role of the mass media in the description of
reality and his effacing of the body as theoretically significant entity.

Luhmann’s Anti-Humanism

Luhmann’s sociology exemplifies neo-cybernetic approaches to sociological

description in which the basic social unit is taken to be information or

communication and which no longer concern themselves with individual human
subjects that have agency and are embodied. As Luhmann says:

Everyone knows, of course, that the word ‘‘human being’’ is not a human being. We

must also learn that there is nothing in the unity of an object that corresponds to the

word. Words such as ‘‘human being’’, ‘‘soul,’’ ‘‘person’’, ‘‘subject,’’ and ‘‘individual’’ are

nothing more than what they effect in communication. They are cognitive operators

insofar as they enable the calculation of continued communication (2002a: 182).

And:

Thus the subject is ‘‘subject’’ (if one still seriously accepts this quality of ultimate

substratum as part of the concept’s meaning) only for the biographically unique

constellation of designations and realizations that binary schematisms have held open.

It owes its possibility to this feature, not to itself. If one accepts this, one can see that

subjectivity is nothing more than the formulation for a result of interpenetration

(1996: 234).

In such terms Luhmann’s approach is clearly ‘‘anti-humanist’’ which both he
and his most well-known interlocutor and critic, Habermas, recognize. As Moeller

says: ‘‘[Luhmann] characterizes himself as a radical antihumanist because he

thinks that the humanist self-description of society has been fundamentally flawed
from the start. The world has never been human, and thus there has never been a

shift from a human to a post-human world’’ (2012: 21).
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Hence a comparison can be drawn between his own anti-humanism and other

accounts of the contemporary moment such as the post-human condition discussed

by Katherine Hayles, Donna Harraway, Mark Hansen Bruno Latour et al. What

such accounts propose is that the conditions of consciousness in the 21st century

are post-human ones. This means that bodies are fully embedded within (and

perhaps subordinate to) complex social systems of communication and control;

and that individual identity is not reducible to flesh-bags bordered by skin.

In this post-human condition the body no longer has any weight either socially

or theoretically, and as Luhmann states:

Society does not weigh exactly as much as all human beings taken together, nor does its

weight change with every birth and death. It is not reproduced, for example, by an

exchange of macromolecules in the individual cells of a person or by the exchange of

cells in the organisms of individual human beings. It is therefore not alive (Luhmann

2012: 7).

For Luhmann the human has no significant weight because it is, after all, just

another system (what he calls a ‘‘psychic system’’) alongside many others and has

no priority either conceptually, empirically or transcendentally. Any priority or

specialness of the human is rejected out of hand.

This would appear to render the embodied human subject redundant in three

significant ways:

(i) Social systems theory offers a challenge to the project of transcendental

philosophy in which the conditions or grounds of knowledge are

conceived of in terms of the subject, and, in particular, the embodied

subject of both Husserl’s and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology;

(ii) The human person is rendered redundant as the focus of sociological

analysis. In other words if we want to understand how society works we

must look at its systems and not its bodies;

(iii) This seems to negate the possibility of a bio-politics grounded in the

agency of such an embodied human subject.

The Body of Society

Luhmann’s account, then, does seem somewhat bleak (from a humanist

perspective) in its analysis of the post-human condition of society in late

modernity. If, as Luhmann argues, the world is a construction and even what we

take to be reality is a function of the mass-media system then this appears to

relegate the body to being a virtual construction which emerges from the reality

effect of the operations of systems which are its environment – that is as an avatar

(or meat puppet) for consciousness. This also seems to run counter to a key

phenomenological insight (advanced by Heidegger and more recently Don Ihde in

his ‘‘post-phenomenology’’ (Ihde 1995) that the body does not end with the

boundary of the skin but can extend its intentional horizons in time and space

through the operations of technology; in other words that it is an open system

engaged in a complex and reciprocal relationship with its environment. For
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Luhmann, on the other hand, the body is not open but a closed biological system.

Moeller observes this and draws a sharp distinction between Luhmann’s position

and so-called weak post-humanists such as Marshall McLuhan (2001), who talked

of technology as ‘‘extensions of man’’:

Luhmann does not discuss the modifications of being human in a technological age;

rather, he discusses the social modifications that went along with technological

change… Like human bodies and minds technology is not part of society, but belongs

to the environment of the social system (2012: 21).

And Luhmann himself admitted that the coolness to his descriptions was

inhuman and once claimed mischievously in conversation that ‘‘whenever he

wants to provoke Habermas, he exposes him to a ‘moral super-cooling’

[moralische Unterkühlung]’’ (Rasch and Knodt 2001: 3).

There are two main criticisms of Luhmann’s position that relate specifically to

the body.

First, that the systems-theoretical account of society explains it as an

autonomous system which is also an environment for a number of also

autonomous systems. By virtue of that autonomy no explanation is given for

how the systems might interact with one another. Further, the role of individual

and embodied humans in steering those systems is negated (Luhmann 1997).

Second, as mentioned above, systems theory is radically anti-humanist. There is

no place for humans in these systems, and systems theory subordinates the human

subject to the systems of society; removes human agency from those systems and

ignores the inter-subjectivity of both rational humans and sensuous bodies

interacting in a shared lifeworld.

These two points of criticism are clearly interrelated. They form the basis of

Habermas’s2 sustained critique of Luhmann’s systems theory as ‘‘Technocractic’’;

that is, it negates human experience and the production of human meaning to a

functional principle within an operational system. In doing so, Habermas argues,

Luhmann ignored the self-determination of free and rational human agents. In

short, Habermas argues that Luhmann instrumentalizes the lifeworld of shared,

rational experience into a systemic order:

[T]he ontological premises of a self-sustaining world of rationally ordered entities, as

well as the epistemological premises of a world of representable objects related to

knowing subjects and the semantic premises of a world of existing states of affairs

related to assertoric sentences, are all devalued at a stroke…

No common denominator can be built up among different psychic systems, unless it

can be an autocatalytically emergent social system, which is immediately locked again

within its own systemic perspectives and draws back into its own egocentric

observational standpoints (Habermas 1990: 372).

2 Habermas collaborated with Luhmann on a joint seminar at the Max Planck Institut in the early 1970s (published as

Theory of Society or Social Technology: What is Achieved by Systems Theory? 1971).
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Three Systems of Humanity

However Luhmann is not arguing that bodies don’t exist. Rather, he is arguing
that they are not the central unit or agent in social systems and are hence not

significant either sociologically or philosophically: ‘‘One must always remember

that nerve cells are not a part of the nervous system and human beings are not part
of society’’ (Luhmann 1996: 229).

He does not deny that humans have individuality and recognizes, for instance,
the emergence of human rights as a key moment in modernity in general and the

move to a functionally differentiated society in particular. Gert Verschraegen, for

example, has argued, with Luhmann, that the development of human rights was
necessary to ensure that individuals have access to, and rights within, different

functional systems such as economy, law, and education. This, he states, has:

Made acceptable and even expected that individuals decide upon voting behaviour, the

choice of a profession, intimate relations, and so on. In a comparative (historical and

regional) perspective this is not obvious at all… Thus, by protecting the individual, the

social institution of human rights also protects the complex and differentiated order of

modern society. Only by giving inalienable rights to the individual can society protect

its own level of differentiation and weaken tendencies towards regression or

dedifferentiation (Verschraegen 2002: 270).

Luhmann’s position is rather that human consciousness is not reducible to an

autonomous body but arises from the operative closure of psychic systems in the
environment of social systems. As Moeller says, an implication of Luhmann’s

position is that there are no concrete individual human beings as such but rather:

‘‘historically contingent semantic constructs that emerge from the structural
coupling of psychic and social systems’’ (2006: 85).

In modernity, in parallel to the move to a functionally differentiated social
system, the body and soul and body become separated. In the 18th century a

distinction begins to appear between the conscious and the unconscious being and:
‘‘The psychic emancipated itself from the bodily (or more exactly, from the body/

soul schema), became autonomous, and in turn became highly complex, while

nevertheless remaining easy to interpret. The culture of the body thereby lost its
value as an indication of psychic processes’’ (Luhmann 1996: 247). Which

Habermas also recognized: ‘‘It may be that ‘linguistically generated inter-

subjectivity’ and ‘self-referentially closed systems’ are now the catchwords for a
controversy that will take the place of the discredited mind-body problematic’’

(1990: 385).

This brings forth an historically specific and autonomous subject with an inner

life, agency and human rights. In accordance with this we see the emergence of

forms of democracy, mass media and psychology and psychoanalysis as
disciplines. There is evidence for this separation in the development of modern

philosophy: first in the Cartesian split between mind (res cogitans) and matter (res
existensa); and the subsequent transcendental turn in the Kantian and later
phenomenological tradition.

Luhmann adds a third element to this split between mind and matter and in

doing so identifies three systems of modernity: (i) Psychic Systems of mind or
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consciousness; (ii) Social Systems or the functionally differentiated systems of
society (law, economics etc.) and (iii) Biological Systems such as organisms and

eco-systems. This means that there are three dimensions to our humanity: our

consciousness (self-awareness); our participation in society (awareness of others)
in which we, as persons, participate in communication; and our biological

existence (which we have in common with animals etc.). However, these three

systems do not combine into a single entity or unit. Luhmann thus makes a
distinction between meaning (which is generated through systemic self-reference)

and forms of life which, he argues, are other forms of autopoietic organization in

social and biological systems respectively.

The three systems of modernity are – like all complex systems in Luhmann’s
account – auto-poietic and operatively closed. This does not mean that they do not

respond to their environment but rather that they only observe their environment

by virtue of communications that are specific to each system. As mentioned above,
systems produce meaning recursively through self-reference. In other words, a

system does not receive information from outside its boundary but rather produces

meaning (and ultimately itself and its environment) through its own internal
communications and drawing of distinctions.

Interpenetration and Irritation

All these systems function in the same way. Social systems are closed and can only

observe (and constitute) their environment in their own system-specific commu-
nications. Likewise the psychic system is closed and Luhmann says we must:

‘‘reject the assertion that consciousness is the subject. It is the subject only for

itself’’ (1996: 221). The organic system of the body is also closed, and ‘‘what the
human body is for itself we do not know’’ (1996: 245).

The operational closure of systems creates two immediate problems for a theory

of embodied subjectivity. The first is one of influence; namely a difficulty in

explaining how systems might influence one another. If all systems are operatively
closed then they cannot do this through communication as this cannot happen

between systems. In other words, it seems impossible for a human to effect change

in systems. The second is a problem for the transcendental human subject. There is
not a complete human being at the centre because all of these three systems are

autonomous and distinct from each other and their environments. Thirdly,

intersubjectivity, as a form of communication between psychic systems, becomes
impossible. This is recognized by both Luhmann and Habermas and it reveals a

common ground between them which is often missed (and which has also been

noted by Baxter (2011) in the context of law and Habermas’s later use of system in
Between Facts and Norms). Luhmann argues that: ‘‘Viewed historically and

theoretically, human beings do not emerge through interhuman interpenetration

but through social interpenetration, and only this makes possible the very late
special case in which social and absorbing interhuman interpenetration coincide’’

(1996: 228) which is echoed in Habermas’s commentary:

Luhmann, who does not have the concept of linguistically generated intersubjectivity

at his disposal, can only think of these kinds of internal interconnections on the model
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of inclusion by the whole of parts contained within it. He regards this figure of thought

as ‘‘humanistic’’ and keeps his distance from it… No common denominator can be

built up among different psychic systems unless it be an autocatalytically emergent

social system which is immediately locked again within its own systemic perspectives

and draws back into its own egocentric observational standpoints (1990: 377, 381).

Luhmann’s answer to these three problems is twofold. First Luhmann uses the

distinction that is fundamental to all systems – namely, system/environment to

explain how systems are operationally closed to, and thus distinct from, their

environment. Second he argues that whilst different systems are operationally

closed they may still influence one another’s functions through the processes of

‘‘interpenetration’’ and ‘‘irritation.’’3 In short, each system becomes part of the

environment for other systems, and in doing so is interpenetrated by other systems

and hence is irritated by that environment. Thus:

‘Interpenetration’ does not refer to a comprehensive system of coordination or to an

operative process of exchange (something that would require being able to talk about

inputs and outputs in this sense). ‘Interpenetration’ can only mean: the unity and

complexity (as opposed to the specific conditions and operations) of the one is given a

function within the system of the other. The way in which this occurs can be

demonstrated only in the structures and operations of each individual system; it could

not occur otherwise. Interpenetration therefore takes a different form in systems of the

mind than in systems of communication (Luhmann 2002a: 182).

For example, as Luhmann argues in Law as a Social System (2004), the legal

system is positioned in the environment of the social system and observes it by

making legal pronouncements, but it can be irritated by other systems, such as the

science system perhaps, which might identify the truth that a newly discovered

drug is potentially harmful leading to the irritation that it should be made illegal.

Likewise the economic system forms part of the environment of the mass-media

system and irritates it clearly through advertising.

In these terms the body, then, becomes understandable as the environment for

both the psychic system and the social system and ‘‘the human organism remains

[an] environment for the action system’’ (1996: 245), which is to say that the

physical, chemical and organic conditions for a living system become the

environment for the closed system of individual consciousness. When this

happens, an interpenetration is happening:

Interpenetration involves human bodies as well as psychic systems… The human

organism remains [an] environment for the action system, but the action system

differentiates its demands on this organism, subsystematizes [those demands], so to

speak, and is thereby in a better position to adapt to the physical, chemical and organic

conditions of life (Luhmann 1996: 244–45).

3 Moeller notes that ‘‘distraction’’ or ‘‘perturbation’’ may be a more helpful translation of the German word irritieren

which Luhmann uses because it captures the sense that systems don’t interfere with one another or cause specific

reactions but rather bring about developments or ‘‘resonances’’ which are, to a certain extent, unpredictable (Moeller

2006: 221).
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The body, then, is fully implicated in social systems, by being both its

environment and by irritating them. It irritates both the impersonal social systems

of modernity and the psychic system; just as it is, in turn, irritated and

interpenetrated by them. The body is, then, caught up in the interpenetration of

humans in social systems:

To be sure legs remain legs and ears remain ears, despite all sociocultural evolution. As

environment, the body is given in advance to society (this includes, rather than ignores,

that sociocultural evolution also influences organic evolution). But as a highly complex

agglomeration of systems, one that can therefore be conditioned, the body has a

meaning that allows complexity in social systems to appear as available: one

immediately sees, takes into account, and anticipates that one can behave in one way

or another. But this unity of complexity, as well as this immediacy in orienting to it, are

not the body itself; they become a unity and an immediacy only in the difference

schemata produced by interpenetration (Luhmann 1996: 251).

Irritating Bodies

As we have seen, Luhmann argues that systems emerge from the contingent,

historical relationships between instances of communication: ‘‘Social systems

come into being on the basis of the noise that psychic systems create in their

attempts to communicate’’ (Luhmann 1996: 214). Hence, Luhmann rejects the

ideas that either systems or humans pre-exist their relationship to one another. It is

rather that they emerge simultaneously by virtue of the drawing of distinctions at

the systems’ boundaries. This requires two commitments central to the systems-

theoretical outlook. On the one hand it rejects the idea that systems can pre-exist

the humans which not only have them as their environment but are also the

environment for those systems. And on the other it rejects the possibility of any

multi-systemic identity for a transcendental human subject which could form a

basis for social organization. There are, instead, three dimensions to humanity

which are to be understood as three, closed, systemic environments for different

communications: psychic; social; biological.

We often experience different identities as we move between different systems,

much like the condition of schizophrenia identified by Jameson, Deleuze and Zižek

(et al.) as the inescapable condition of subjectivity in late capitalism. However we

also know, from first-hand involvement, that we experience a meaningful sense of

personal identity across different systems. Crucially, each systemic identity is not

collapsible into another and there is something to which that identity pertains. So,

for example, we might break the law by speeding in our motor car, which, if

caught, is prosecutable by the legal system as an unlawful activity, but that does

not preclude us from withdrawing money from our bank account (a transaction in

the financial system) or watching the news at six o’clock (a communication in the

mass-media system).

My concluding claim is that this ability to migrate between different systems

suggests a significant role for the body in social systems which Luhmann cannot,

ultimately, efface by uploading it into the impersonal operations of his complex
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systems. He needs the concepts of irritation and interpenetration to save his theory

from extreme abstraction in the light of the claim that bodies are not only in

society but are also part of its environment.

The need for this becomes clear when tested against experiences drawn from our

everyday actions. Take, for example, the simple act of walking into a shop to buy a

packet of cigarettes. This requires a complex negotiation of different systems such

as: the economic system (in the transaction); the mass-media system (in the

advertisements for tobacco I may have seen and perhaps use to inform my choice);

the legal system (given the legal status of tobacco) and so on. In all of these

negotiations my body is not a neutral agent of impersonal communication; it is my

body that crosses the road, walks into the shop and addresses the shop keeper. And

it is, after all, my body that the cigarettes will probably damage. Rather, my body

engages in, observes and is observed by, different systems at different times.

Luhmann’s argument is that systems have no grounding beyond communication

and that information cannot cross system boundaries. However, the role of

irritation that bodies perform in systems in turn irritates this abstract argument by

demonstrating that bodies can and do cross these boundaries.

There are different ways in which to theorize this irritation. In terms of

communication theory it is a redundancy to communication or noise in the system;

as in a surplus or excess is left-over before and after communication and falls

between systems. Yet this also resonates with the phenomenological account of the

flesh or lived body (‘‘la chair’’ for Merleau-Ponty; ‘‘Leib’’ for Husserl) that is

matter yet which has intentionality; in other words, that which is both part of the

world and yet transcends it. Merleau-Ponty specifically invokes system (albeit not

in the specific sense of systems theory) to explain the body as: ‘‘an open system of

an infinite number of equivalent positions directed to other ends. What we have

called the body image is precisely this system of equivalents, this immediately given

invariant whereby the different motor tasks are instantaneously transferable’’

(Merleau-Ponty 1958: 163).

My conclusion, then, is somewhat speculative and points beyond this article

toward the project of a further investigation of the possible (if unlikely)

rapprochement between systems theory and, on the one hand, transcendental

philosophy, and on the other, arguments concerning the politics of the body, bio-

politics and what Rancière has named (after Kant) a ‘‘politics of aesthetics’’ based

on an expanded understanding of aesthetics as aisthesis and understood as bodily

knowledge rather than a philosophy of fine art (Rancière 2004; Halsall et al.

2009). To take this route would mean to explain how it is that in the body one

might find something like the conditions of possibility of social systems. It would

assert that the body has a transcendent (or quasi-transcendent) status in social

systems that is more significant than it being a mere, what Husserl called, ‘‘little

tag end of the world’’ (Husserl 1999: 25) left over after the operations of systems.

That is, the body is not only the environment for social systems but can also

migrate between them and irritate them as it does so. When it does this the body

can disrupt the hygiene of the apparently impersonal operations of social systems

with a joyful, messy corporality with both aesthetic and political implications.
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